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PART A
Answer any 10 (2 marks each)

1. If 
2. Evaluate  at the point 

3. Show that    =  +  +  is irrota onal.
4. State Guass’s divergence theorem.
5. A vector field is given by F=(siny)i+x(1+cosy)j.Evaluate  the line integral over the circular

path given by x2+y2=a2,z=0.

6. If F=(3x2+6y)i-14yzj+20xz2k,evaluate the line integral from (0,0,0) to (1,1,1)

along the path x=t,y=t2,z=t3.
7. Prove that sinh (x+y) = sinh x cosh y + cosh x sinh y.
8. Separate into real and imaginary parts the expression tan(x+iy).
9.

Prove that  = 

10.

Find the rank of 

11.
Prove that  is orthogonal.

12.

Find the eigen values of the matrix   .

PART B
Answer any 5 (5 marks each)

13. In what direc on from(3,1,-2)is the direc onal deriva ve of ϕ=x2y2z4 maximum and what
is its magnitude?

14. If A is a vector func on and ϕ is a scalar function,then prove that  div(ϕA) =ϕ divA +
(gradϕ).A.

15. If F=2yi-zj+xk, evaluate  along the curve x = cost,y=sin t,z=2 cos t from t=0 to t=

16. Evaluate  and S is the surface of the cylinder 

included in the first octant between planes z=0 and z=2.
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17. If ,  show that 

18. Factorise x6+1 into real factors.

19. Solve the system of equa ons by matrix method.
x + y+ z = 8,   x - y + 2z = 6,  3x + 5y - 7z = 14.

20.

Find the inverse of A =  by elementary row opera ons.

PART C
Answer any 3 (10 marks each)

21. If A is a vector func on and ϕ is a scalar func on,then prove that
a)div(ϕA) =ϕ divA + (gradϕ).A
b)curl(ϕA) =ϕ curlA + (gradϕ)xA

22. Verify Green's theorem in the plane
for  is the boundary of the region
defined by x=0,y=0,x+y=1.

23. Find the sum to infinity of the following series.
 a) sinα.cosα +sin2α.cos2α+sin3α.cos3α+………… .

 b)

24.
Find the eigen values and eigen vectors of the matrix 
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